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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in linear collider and laser technology
should make it possible to construct an interaction region at
the Next Linear Collider where high energy photon beams, pro-
duced by Compton backscattering laser photons off linac elec-
trons, are brought into collision with electron beams or with
other photon beams. High luminosities, along with control
over both the energy distribution and polarization of the photon
beams, will give such a facility the potential for a very interest-
ing physics program. In particular, such aPhoton Linear Col-
lider (PLC) offers a unique environment for the study of Higgs
bosons and discovery of new particles such as excited electron
states, supersymmetric particles, heavy charged particle pairs,
or any particles with appreciable two-photon couplings. Preci-
sion electroweak tests also benefit from such a machine, allow-
ing a test of the three-gauge-boson WW vertex and it would
serve as an excellent laboratory for Quantum Chromodynam-
ics studies involving photon structure functions, jet and hadron
production, and resonance production. In this paper we briefly
review these physics prospects, detail some new studies of the
potential for precision measurement of the two-photoncoupling
of Higgs bosons and describe some ideas for obtaining physics
from the, e, ande�e� reactions simultaneously.

I. PHOTON LINEAR COLLIDER

The next linear collider will likely have both high energy
(
p
s > 500 GeV) and high luminosity (> 1033=cm2=s). Hope-

fully, it will also have the ability to produce bothe+e� and
e�e� collisions. One of the interaction regions at such a ma-
chine could be configured as a Photon Linear Collider by using
a dense optical laser pulse to convert one or both of the electron
beams to photon beams, resulting ine or  collisions. The
basic ideas have been detailed in many papers [1]; we will men-
tion them briefly as context for the physics studies in the next
section.

A. Compton Scattering

In the collision of a laser beam of frequency!o and circu-
lar polarization� with a linac electron beam of energyEb and
longitudinal polarization�e a few centimeters upstream of the
interaction point (IP), a high energy photon of energy! and
circular polarization� is emitted at an angle� to the original
direction of the electron beam, along with the scattered electron
of energyE = Eb � !, emitted at an angle�e. The Comp-
ton kinematics are fully characterized by the polarization of the
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linac electrons and laser photons and by the dimensionless vari-
ablex:

x � 4Eb!o
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e
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�
; (1)

where� is the angle between the linac and laser beams, assumed
to be� 1.

The photon energy distribution, given by

! < !max = Eb

x

x+ 1
; (2)

becomes harder asx increases up to the point,!max!o = m2
e
,

where pair conversion begins (x � 4:83). The photon scattering
angle is given (for� small) by:
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andEmin = Eb
1

x+1
is the minimum electron energy. Note that

for beam energies of a few hundred GeV, a typical photon scat-
tering angle is a few�rad, with the lowest energy photons scat-
tering at the highest angles. The electrons scatter forward into a
cone of opening angle� �o.

Polarizing the linac electrons and laser photons not only pro-
vides polarized backscattered photons, but also allows one to
tailor the photon energy distribution to one's needs. Colliding
like-handed electrons and photons results in a flat distribution
of backscattered photons; colliding oppositely-handed electrons
and photons results in a peaked distribution of backscattered
photons with energy up to about82% of the original electron
beam energy. In both cases the resulting photons are highly po-
larized, with theJz = 0 state preferred overJz = 2 by at least
a factor of20.

B. e and Collisions

A machine operating as ane or  collider can, in princi-
ple, have a much higher luminosity than one operating as an
e+e� or e�e� collider, due to the absence of beam-beam ef-
fects at the interaction point. Telnov and Chen [2] have derived
limits on thee and luminosity of3 � 1033 cm�2 s�1 and
1034 cm�2 s�1, respectively, although more recent work sug-
gests that a luminosity of1035 cm�2 s�1 might be achiev-
able [3]. However, in the case where a second interaction region
of a next lineare+e� collider is dedicated to such collisions, the
luminosities of , e , ande�e� will likely be from 10�30%
of thee+e� luminosity. Indeed, a preliminary design of such an
interaction region already exists [4].
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The luminosity distribution depends sensitively on the con-
version distance and on the size and shape the electron beam
would have had at the interaction point in the absence of a
backscattering laser. Assuming round Gaussian linac beams,
the luminosity spectrum is characterized by the geometrical fac-
tor �, the ratio of the intrinsic transverse spread of the photon
beam to that of the original electron beam:

� � z�op
2�e

� 3:61
p
x+ 1

�
z

cm

��
Eb

TeV

�
�1�

�e

nm

�
�1

(4)

where z is the conversion distance. As� increases the
monochromaticity of the luminosity distribution improves (be-
cause the lowest energy photons, scattering at the largest angles,
end up outside of the IP), but the total luminosity decreases.

C. Linac Characteristics

There are many proposed designs for the next high energy
e+e� collider [5], but some of them are better suited for photon
collisions than others [6]. The absence of beam-beam effects in
 collisions means that very flat beams are not necessary. In
addition, the tight beam energy spread required of lineare+e�

colliders is not needed for a PLC. Furthermore, since positrons
are not required, ane�e� collider provides a better platform for
 ande collisions, because it is easier to produce and trans-
port polarized electrons than positrons and because the polar-
ization is easily reversible. Highly-polarized electrons will be
crucial if one is to fully exploit the potential of a photon linear
collider. Fortunately, recent advances in electron source tech-
nology at SLAC have virtually ensured that highly-polarizede�

beams (� 90%) will be available at an NLC. Finally the high
beam currents and favorable timing structure of superconduct-
ing linacs would make them the best choice for a true Photon
Linear Collider.

D. Laser Characteristics

Any laser candidate suitable for use in a Photon Linear
Collider must satisfy the following requirements: high power
(� 2 Joule/pulse), ' optical' wavelength (200—2000 nm), short
pulse length (� 6 psec), and high repetition rate (0.1—10 kHz).
Present-day laser systems do not satisfy all of these require-
ments simultaneously (especially the repetition rate) but will
likely do so in the near future. The two most promising candi-
dates for a PLC laser system are solid state lasers using chirped
pulse amplification [7] and free electron lasers [8].

In addition, the laser photon beams must be focused and
brought into collision with the linac electron beams within a
few centimeters of the interaction point. This requires the in-
troduction of a complicated system of focusing mirrors into the
beampipe. Designs for these optical elements are under active
development at LLNL [11].

E. Simultaneous, e ande�e� interactions

In a Photon Linear Collider, following Compton backscatter-
ing, the 'spent' electron beams would need to be deflected trans-
versely from the interaction point to avoid colliding with the

opposing electron or photon beam. A strong (few Tesla) trans-
verse magnetic field at the interaction point [9] or a thin plasma
lens [10] might sweep these electrons out of the way, reduc-
ing their electromagnetic field at the IP and eliminatinge and
e�e� collisions as a background to the collisions. However,
either option would be technically difficult to accomplish and
would likely have a significant impact on detector performance
and backgrounds. Thus it is interesting to consider whether
the desired, e, ande�e� physics can be done simultane-
ously. Studies of possible interaction region designs suggest
that one might achieve comparable luminosities ineach reac-
tion, but with different c.m. energies (full energy fore�e�,
� 90% of full energy for e, and� 80% of full energy for).
In the next section, we will examine some possible impacts this
might have on the physics.

II. PHYSICS WITH COLLIDING ELECTRONS
AND PHOTONS

One of the main goals of the Next Linear Collider is a thor-
ough exploration of the Higgs sector of the Standard Model (or
beyond). Althoughe+e� collisions can perform much of this
work, adding, e, ande�e� collisions gives complemen-
tary access to the Higgs and provides determination of param-
eters such as the two-photon width and spin/parity assignments
which are difficult to determine with only one initial state. Su-
persymmetry is another area where the alternative reactions can
provide sensitive probes and may even exceed the mass reach
of ane+e� machine. Precision electroweak measurements and
new particle searches can also be done in a complementary way.
Finally,e and collisions provide a unique testbed for QCD.

A. Higgs Boson Physics

A Photon Linear Collider provides a clean method to search
for an intermediate mass Higgs boson, through resonant!
H !bb or ZZ production. It is complementary to searches
using hadron ande+e� machines, being sensitive to different
models and couplings. More importantly, a linear collider
permits a direct measurement of the two-photon width of the
Higgs. The coupling of the Higgs to two photons involves
loops where any charged fermion or boson with couplings to the
Higgs must contribute. A measurement of the two-photon width
is then quite sensitive to new physics even at higher mass scales.
Supersymmetric models, technicolor models, and other exten-
sions of the standard model with more complicated Higgs sec-
tors all predict Higgs spectra and two-photon couplings which
are generally different from those of the standard model. In-
deed,e and machines may be the only approaches to study
Higgs with ”invisible” decay modes [12]. In the minimal super-
symmetric model (MSSM), the added appearance of a CP-odd
neutral A is best studied in the ande� modes [13]. Finally,
it may even be possible to study CP-violation in the Higgs sec-
tor at a Photon Linear Collider [14].

For a standard model Higgs boson with mass below about
300 GeV, the beam energy spread of a collider is much
greater than the total width of the Higgs boson, and so the num-
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ber ofH ! X(=bb;WW;ZZ) events expected is

NH!X = L
4�2 �(H ! )B(H ! X) (1 + �1�2)

M2
H

; (5)

where

L =
dL;Jz=0

dW

�
�
�
�
MH

; (6)

andW is the two-photon invariant mass. Note that since the
Higgs boson has spin zero, the initial photons must be in aJZ =
0 state.

In the intermediate mass region (< 150 GeV) the Higgs de-
cays dominantly tobb, so the relevant backgrounds are from
continuum production of heavy quarks (vertexing techniques
can be used to eliminate backgrounds from light quarks). These
backgrounds are quite large, but can be actively suppressed by
exploiting the polarization dependence of their cross-sections
(/ (1��1�2)) and by the use of angular cuts. Additional event
shape and jet width cuts must be used to suppress radiative pro-
cesses [15].

Several potential backgrounds might fake the presence of a
� 90 GeV Higgs boson. The dominant potential background
is due to the presence of the residual electrons left over from
the original Compton backscatter undergoing the reactione!
eZ ! ebb. If the Higgs is known to be near theZ mass, there
would be a compelling reason to sweep these spent electrons
away from the interaction point. The process! f �fZ, where
thef �f go down the beampipe and theZ decays tobb provides
a background of the same order of magnitude as that of a�
90 GeV Higgs signal [16].

Above� 150 GeV the dominant Higgs decay is toWW ,
with one of theW ' s virtual below 162 GeV. However, the large
continuum cross section is not easily suppressed so theWW

final state will be a difficult one to use for doing Higgs physics.
Fortunately, theZZ (or ZZ�) decay channel can be utilized.
The Higgs has a branching fraction into this channel of approx-
imately 1/3 (for realZ ' s), while the standard model cross sec-
tion for ! ZZ is small. Hadronic decays of theZ bosons
predominate, but the huge! WW cross section results in a
large number of ' fakeZZ ' events (bothW ' s being misidentified
asZ ' s), so that unambiguous tagging of theZZ state requires
at least oneZ to decay leptonically. For Higgs masses above
about 350 GeV, the ZZ continuum background makes detection
of the Higgs very difficult [17].

Detailed Monte Carlo studies using detector simulations [18]
indicated that it should be possible to measure the two-photon
width of a Higgs to a statistical precision of10% for most of
the mass range< 250 GeV. These results have been updated
at this workshop to incorporate the effects of systematic errors
and new decay modes and backgrounds. The resulting mea-
surement, shown in Figure 1, would still be made to a precision
better than10% over a large portion of the intermediate mass
range, which should distinguish amongst many of the compet-
ing models for Higgs production. Further discrimination will be
supplied if several Higgs bosons can be detected and their�
values obtained.

Several ideas for extending the mass range of these mea-
surements of the two-photon width of the Higgs were explored

at this workshop. It may be possible to exploit the fact that
 ! H ! ZZ produces longitudinally- polarized Z's while
the standard model background tends to produce transversely-
polarized Z's. This might extend the mass reach up to about
400 GeV. A more-promising alternative for measuring the two-
photon width at higher mass would make use of the reaction
 ! H ! �tt. We estimate that the production rate would
be about 4000�tt pairs/10 GeV/year of running at a luminosity
of 2 � 1033. A thorough study of�tt production ine+e� colli-
sions [19] concludes that one can detect the�tt pairs with63%
efficiency in the 6-jet mode while reducing the large standard
model background from W pairs by nearly three orders of mag-
nitude. This would yield a statistical error on��B(H ! �tt)
of 5% for Higgs masses greater than about 400 GeV. Systematic
errors, particularly on the branching ratio, would likely raise
this to the15� 20% level but this is still quite sufficient to dis-
tinguish between model predictions and identify contributions
from higher mass scales.

FormH > 200GeV, the processe�e� ! e�e�H via ZZ fu-
sion becomes an interesting discovery channel because it over-
takes thee+e� ! ZH process in cross-section with risingp
s, and is preferable toe+e� ! H�� via WW fusion be-

cause background rejection is much more effective: there is no
missing momentum, and both final-state electrons are detectable
[20]. In the MSSM, charged Higgs bosons are readily pair pro-
duced and lead to good experimental signatures for like-sign
states frome�e�[21]. Finally, the chances of finding doubly-
chargedH�� states from extensions of the Higgs sector [22]
should be seen as a bonus possibility ine�e� collisions. In all
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Figure 1: Fractional error on� for the standard model Higgs
boson of various masses using a Photon Linear Collider. The
lower curve shows the effect of statistical errors only, while the
upper curve reflects the inclusion of systematic errors in quadra-
ture.
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of these cases, the required large c.m. energy (2-3 times the
Higgs mass) and the necessary detection ofe�e� in the final
state virtually eliminates any chance of confusion with reactions
involving photons.

B. Supersymmetry

An e collider provides a very clean environment for study-
ing selectrons [23] via the reactione! ~e~ ! e~~. The ex-
perimental signature is a single electron in the detector, with
substantial missing energy. In the case wheree�e� collisions
are also allowed, one would need to require that the miss-
ing momentum be well away from the beamline to avoid the
large Møller scattering background. Study of the reactions
e! W� ! ���� and e! eZ ! e�+�� should provide
direct measurements of theW� ! e��� andeZ ! e��� back-
grounds. It appears possible to detect selectrons with masses up
to nearly the beam energy minus the photino mass in this way.

 colliders may also play a significant role in discovering
supersymmetric particles via pair production [24]. Although
the mass reach is smaller than fore, the production mecha-
nism is cleaner and detection of the lepton pair may allow better
background rejection. The experimental signatures are different
enough that little confusion will arise from simultaneous opera-
tion with e or e�e� collisions.

Finally, for the case where the selectron is the lightest slep-
ton, and the Higgsino the lightest of the neutralinos, the reac-
tion e�e� ! ~e~e is the most promising detection channel for
the slepton, with backgrounds considerably reduced below the
competinge+e� reaction. Again the necessary detection of
e�e� in the final state makes this a unique signature.

C. Electroweak Physics

For the study of the potential non-standard behavior of the
triple or quartic gauge boson couplings, the values of which are
firmly fixed in the Standard Model, only a complete combina-
tion of a number of dedicated studies in thee+e�, e�e�, e�,
and initial states [25] is likely to give us a good determina-
tion of potential deviations.! WW and! ZZ probe
anomolous quartic couplings of the electroweak gauge bosons
while e! eZ probes anomalousZ and ZZ couplings.
e�e� interations allow the use of combined information from
LL andLR beam polarizations as a sensitive probe of� [25].
A recent analysis of thee� reaction [26] exploits the sensitiv-
ity to � of a zero-crossing in the polarization asymmetry.

There are substantial issues involved in simultaneous oper-
ation of , e, ande�e� collisions for such precision elec-
troweak measurements which can only be resolved with de-
tailed Monte Carlo studies involving jet confusion and accep-
tance. Clearly the missing momentum and angular dependence
in e !W� ande�e� ! e�e�W+W� will be the best han-
dles for distinguishing these reactions from the more-frequent
! W+W� process.

D. Strong WW Scattering

If no elementary Higgs boson is discovered at energies up to
0.5-1 TeV, this will signal the onset of strong scattering among
the W and Z bosons. This is a new dynamic, and will need
to be investigated in detail in the different angular momentum
and isospin channels, so that bothe�e� and the collisions
will be needed for a full exploration [27]. For example, the I=2
channel is not even accessible toe+e� annihilation, bute�e�

production is allowed. Similarly, angular momentum states dif-
ferent from 1 are not produced in thee+e� channel, but do
result from interactions. At the highest energy NLC (1:5

TeV), the modes ! WWWW;WWZZ (i.e. longitudinal
W scattering) seem to be quite promising in this regard [28].

If technicolor is responsible for EW symmetry breaking,

production of the ”light” technieta' would be feasible at a 1 TeV
linear collider [29].

E. Searches for New Particles

A PLC also provides opportunities to search for new parti-
cles. Heavy charged particles (such as charged Higgs bosons
or charged superpartners) are an obvious example, produced
through! X+X�. Other interesting possibilities include
excited fermions [30] viae! e� ! e or! e�e� ! ee,
dileptons [31] viae� ! X��e+, leptoquarks [32] in either
e� and production modes, or resonances with anomalous
WV couplings in strongly-interacting weak symmetry break-
ing models [33] via the reactione! V W .

If there exist heavy neutrinos with TeV masses, the reaction
e�e� ! W�W� could give convincing and spectacular ev-
idence for their existence (an estimated 150 events/100fb�1

at a 1 TeV NLC) [34] - and any signal due to this process
should immediately disappear when the initial beam helicities
are changed fromeLeL to any other combination.

In addition to modifications of the Standard Model La-
grangian due to a given substructure scale, Møller scattering
is sensitive to the presence of heavier Z' bosons [35]. A re-
cent study [36] has shown thate�e� is sensitive to Z' cou-
plings20 � 40% smaller than those probed ine+e� reactions
for mZ0 > 1 TeV. Again, the precise definition of the incoming
beams' polarization parameters is of crucial importance.

It is in the area of new particle searches where the confusion
in colliding different mixtures of electrons and photons would
probably have the greatest impact. For some reactions, such as
the formation of excited fermions or Z's, the resonant signa-
ture in a simple final state would be clear enough that back-
grounds from other initial states would be negligible. How-
ever, searching more complicated final states for evidence of
dileptons, Majorana neutrinos and the like would rely heavily
on precise knowledge of the detector acceptance and would de-
mand low-angle detection of at leaste� to separate some of the
signatures.

F. QCD

A PLC provides an extremely powerful tool for the study of
the strong sector of the Standard Model via high energy colli-
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sions of both real photons (in the mode) and virtual photons
(in thee mode). Measurements of interest will include photon
structure functions at largex (� Q

2
=(Q2+W 2)), and largeQ2,

study of jet and inclusive hadron distributions which provide
superb tests of perturbative QCD, and the study of exclusive
hadron production. Many of these measurements could in fact
be accomplished with a low-energy PLC [37]. Separation of the
structure function physics requires low-anglee� detection.

An especially interesting process at higher energy ise! ��tb
which provides a direct measurement of the CKM matrix ele-
mentVtb [38]. The initial state will be an aid in the study of
thet�t threshold. In particular, the ability to control the photon
polarization will allow a clean separation of S-wave and P-wave
production. An extraction ofmt and�s from P-wave produc-
tion will provide a good systematic check of results obtained
in e

+
e
� production [39]. The presence of missing mass and

fewer jets in thee process should make it readily distinguish-
able from the one.

III. SUMMARY

There seems to be no fundamental reason why high-
luminosity , e , ande�e� collisions cannot be achieved
at the next linear collider. Such interactions would certainly
yield exciting physics results, including a thorough study of the
Higgs sector with a precision measurement of the fundamen-
tal two-photon coupling, supersymmetric particle detection, de-
termination of anomalous electroweak coupling strengths, and
further understanding of QCD. Both theaccelerator andphysics
aspects of such a machine will continue to be developed in the
near future [40].
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